SHUTTLE STOP RELOCATION
Ground Transportation Provider Location Swap
Tom Bradley International Terminal (Terminal B)
Work begins Thursday, April 5 at 10PM
Completes by Friday, April 6 at 5:30AM

Issued 4.2.18

ACTIVITY:

The Hotel Shuttle Stop and the Rental Car Shuttle Stop at the Tom Bradley International Terminal will be permanently swapped as of Friday, April 6. Shuttle Stop signage will be updated concurrently to reflect these changes and the new shuttle stop locations.

IMPACTS:

CHANGES

• The existing Rental Car Shuttle Stop at the terminal’s north end, between Columns BB-BC and Columns BC-BD, will become a Hotel Shuttle Stop
• The existing Hotel Shuttle Stop at the terminal’s south end, between Columns BJ-BK and Columns BK-4A, will become a Rental Car Shuttle Stop
• Access to Shuttle Service will be maintained at all times during the swap

Current Shuttle Stops

Terminal 3

Terminal 4

Terminal B

Shuttle Stops Beginning Morning of April 6

Terminal 3

Terminal 4

New Hotel Shuttle Stop Location

New Rental Car Shuttle Stop Location

HOTEL SHUTTLES
RENTAL CAR SHUTTLES
FLYAWAY, BUSES & LONG DISTANCE VANS
SHARED RIDE VANS
TAXIS
LAX SHUTTLE AIRLINE CONNECTIONS & METRO GREEN LINE STATION

#flyLAX @flyLAXairport LAInternationalAirport Construction Hotline: 310-649-5292

C.A.L.M. Coordination and Logistics Management Team
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